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New CenturySchlbk-Italic: p n c r i  

NewCenturySchlbk-Roman: pncr 

Palatino-Bold: pplb 

Palatino-BoldItalic: p p l b i  

Palatino-Italic: p p l r  i 

Palatino-Roman: p p l r  

Symbol: psyr  

Times-Bold: ptmb 

Times-BoldIt alic: ptmbi 

Times-Italic: ptmr i  

Times-Roman: ptmr 

ZapfChancery-MediumItalic: pzcmi 

ZapfDingbats: pzdr 

Please contact me if you have any comments 

or additions. 

o Karl Berry 
135 Center Hill Rd. 
Plymouth. MA 02360 
karl@cs.umb.edu 

- - - 

Arabic, Persian and Ottoman 'I'EX 
for Mac and PC 

Yannis Haralambous 

jEl peor con T p ,  

es la gente 

que lo gusta! 

- Anonymous 

The whole thing started when my friend Siavash 

Mirshams Shahshahani from the Sharif University 
of Technology. Tehran, asked me to find some 

arabic-alphabet rn for the PCs of his department. 

I looked around and found out that there is none, at 
least not in the public domain. Unfortunately, not 

even W-)(Fjr, the right-to-left version of rn is 

available for Mac or PC. So I decided to fill the gap. 

For this I had to create the necessary font yarb  

w h i c h  is suitable for arabic. persian and ottoman 

as well- and a Pascal preprocessor yarbtex.  This 

work has been done on a Mac SE/30 with O z m ,  
MacMETAFONT, and Think Pascal v3.0. 

The arabic alphabet 

The common arabic alphabet has the following 28 
letters: 

] + G &  C C ~ ~ ~  

~ j u ~ e > - b A t E  
L j L h J J r 0 o , i S  

To cover also persian and pre-1932 turkish, one has 

to consider the following 5 
.*. J 3 
J 

Finally u is used for the arabic transliteration of 

the sound "v" , as in "Vienna" : u. 
Let's see now how letters are combined to form 

words; with the letters G,  d and we can form 

the word & (right to left!). As you can see, 

letters are written in a different way according to 

their position inside the word. Consequently. arabic 
letters appear in four forms: in i t ia l  (like Y for a), 
rnzddle (like < for d),  final (like c for t) and 

zsolated. The letters 1, 3, i, J, j, j, , have only 
final and isolated forms. So when they occur inside 

a word, the next letter is initial (as in d,). 
As in german, there are short and long vowels. 

The long ones are 1 .  and 15. The short ones 

are not represented at all, except in classical or 

educative texts, where they are represented by 

accents: (fatha), , (kasra), ' (damma). respectively 
for the sounds of a, i and u. In this case, the lack 
of vowel is represented by ' (tasdid). Also there are 

8" + 
other accents (-, , ,-) for special purposes. 

The preprocessor yarbtex 

While typing the input, it would be too tedious to 

think in which form each letter should be written. 
and since this problem is much too complicated to 

be solved only by ligatures inherent to the font, 
it was necessary to make a preprocessor which 

converts an xxx. a r b  input file, into a xxx. t e x  

'QjX-file. The usual procedure 

dvi tops  
. t e x y . d v i  - . ps  

is now one step longer 

yarbtex dv i tops  
. a r b  - . t e x y . d v i  - .ps .  

Let's take a look now at an xxx . a r b  file: to typeset 
in arabic, persian and/or ottoman (in short APO) 

you have to enter into "arabic mode" by typing a 
vertical bar I .  The I will change to arabic mode 

regardless of whether you are in text or math mode. 

so you should use $\ver t$  to obtain I in non-arabic 

mode. 
Once you are in arabic mode, you can choose 

between the following submodes: 

a, text and arabic numerals (the numerals used in 

arabic typography), 
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b. transliterated text (to get an output in latin 
alphabet, following your own transliteration), 

c. comment mode (to insert comments). 

d. math mode (to insert a short math sequence) 

and display math mode. 

e. command mode (to insert some commands 

which have to be executed inside arabic mode). 

Text and arabic numerals. APO text has to be 

written in a special "machine-like" transliteration. 
By this I mean that you'll have to type as few as 

possible ASCII characters and that this text won't 
be very readable (at least until you get used to it). 

Since there are no uppercase letters in APO I used 

lower and uppercase ASCII characters to  represent 
different APO letters: s stands for u. and S for 

Lj;;. I also used "hat + character" combinations: - s  

gives and ^S, c. Here is an example: to obtain 
c s  41 , w,JI 

you have to input 

I-A'Lrnb U AlfIll 

which will look like 

\arbword{\yarbC\char133H\char2373% 

{\char166){\chari2)% 

€\char031 
\arbwordC\yarb{\char24633 

\arbword{\yarbC\char2313C\char250)% 

C\char206H\char2293~\chari2813 

\arbof f 

in the corresponding . t e x  file. You can find the 
complete list of input codes in Appendix A (column 
3). I suggest you make a copy of this list and keep 

it in front of you while you are typing: this because, 

unfortunately. not all characters transliterate into 
the right phonetic counterparts (like c which stands 
for b ' ) .  

APO words are never hyphenated. The way 
typographical spacing problems are resolved is by 
inserting straight line segments , between charac- 

ters. Perhaps in some later version of yarbtex this 

will be done automatically. For the moment you'll 
have to do it manually: just type an - to get a line 

segment with the length of half an n-dash. Here is 

some advice: if you are using accents, sometimes 
it looks better to  place the accent over the middle 

of the Jine segments, L, instead of one of the 

ends, 4. Note that all the "m-forbidden" 

ASCII characters we encountered (-, -, etc.) and 
will encounter, disappear in the xxx . t ex file. 

When you type 0. 1, ..., 9 inside arabic mode 
you get the arabic numerals 

+ . \ , Y , Y , t , o , ? , V , A , 9 .  

yarbtex automatically writes numbers left-to-right: 

14311962 becomes \97r \ \ ty .  The punctuation 

marks . L : 7 ! \ - - ( ) [ ] and special 

characters )i 38 0 $ are included in the font. 

When you exit arabic mode (by typing again a 

vertical bar I ) ,  a new paragraph gets started. If you 

want just to insert a short arabic sequence inside 

latin text, you'll have to type \ins before getting 

into arabic mode. We will return to this later in 
the discussion of the output file. 

Transliterated text. As in the AMS-W cyrillic 
package. you can use the same input to  obtain either 

a text in the arabic alphabet or a transliteration 
into the roman alphabet. The mechanism is simple: 

just type Qu inside arabic mode, and everything 

up to the next Qu, will be transliterated into latin 
alphabet. 

The natural question to ask is: which translit- 

eration should be chosen? Transliteration is most 
of the time based on phonetics and these can be 

very different from one country to the other. So it 

should be possible to  use different transliterations 

(for example you could use characters from the 

Washington Computer Modern IPA font wsuipa), 
and switch easily from one to the other. without 

having to recompile yarbtex's source. The solution 

I propose is the following: yarbtex is accompa- 
nied by a text-file, named yarbtex.dat .  The first 
57 x 4 = 228 lines of this file contain the translit- 

erations of the 57 APO letters and accents, each 
in its 4 forms. The transliteration included in the 
package (and given also in Appendix A, column 
2) comes from A. A. Ambros's Einfiihrung in die 

moderne arabische Schriftsprache. Here is how to 

change an item. Let's say you want to  transliterate 

L. (the final form of A )  by "th" instead of "t". 
As you can see in column 4 of Appendix A. A has 
the number 5. Go to line 23 = 5 x 4 + 3 (0 for 

isolated, 1 for initial, 2 for middle and 3 for final) 

of yarbtex.  da t  and replace \d t by t h .  

Comment mode. Just use % to insert a comment: 

everything on the right of % in the . a rb  file will 

stay on the right of it in the . t e x  file, in order to 
be considered as a comment by m. 
Math mode. If you want to  insert a short math 

sequence (such as $f (XI$),  go ahead and type 
it. But you should try to avoid having math 

expressions split on an end-of-line, since it will be 

rather confusing to split them from left to right 
when the text goes from right to left. For longer 
math sequences use display math mode, as in TjjX. 
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Cammand mode. Let us first describe the output 

file. Each APO character is written as (\char xxx). 

The braces are there to allow the use of accents: 

\f atha(\charlGO) gives . Each arabic word gets 

into an \arbword(. . .) macro. Everytime TEX 

reads this macro, it first checks if its argument 
fits into the current line. If this is the case, it 

appends it on the left of the line and looks for the 

next \arbword(. . . ); else, it outputs the line and 
starts a new one. When you leave arabic mode. 

an  \arboff  macro appears in the output file. If 
the arabic text is to  be inserted into a latin text 

(that is if you had typed \ i n s  before entering into 
arabic mode), \arbof f just outputs the remaining 

\arbwords; else, it also starts a new paragraph. 
Since all these macros deal with \hboxes, one 

should be very careful which macros to insert 

into arabic mode and which not. For example. 
a change of arabic font must occur inside each 

\arbword and on the left of the first (\char ), but 

a macro like \ c en t e r l i ne  has to occur outside of 

arabic mode. The solution is the following: if you 
need a macro to affect the argument of \arbword, 

type an asterisk * and the macro in braces: for 

example if \yarbbf is the boldface arabic font, 

type *(\yarbbf). This feature is similar to W ' s  
\everyhbox; all forthcoming arabic words will be 

in boldface, until you type *, which is equivalent to 
*(I. If you want to add a second macro \yyy you 

have to rewrite the first: *C\yarbbf\yyy), since 
each *( . . .I  replaces the previous one. 

On the other hand, for macros affecting the 
whole \arbword box, you'd better exit arabic mode. 

For example, the first line in the text of Appendix 

B (The Rabbit and the Elephant) has been typeset 
in the following way: 

The yarb font 

The characters of this font belong to the nashi style. 

which is the most common in arabic typography. At 
this time there is not yet enough metaness in this 

font; in some later version, the same .mf  sources 

will also produce typewriter and straight modern 
styles. 

Calligraphic arabic has many ligatures and 

is much more difficult to typeset. The ligature 
problem could be solved, by using more than one 

table of 256 characters for each font and creating a 
special version of yarbtex which would, beside its 

regular tasks, detect the ligatures. For the moment, 

the only ligature I include is the standard lam-alif 

9, which is input by one ASCII character, namely L 

(instead of 1A). 
The ornamentation of Appendix B comes from 

OSAMA EL NAHAS'S beautiful book on Islamic Dec- 

orative Elements (Cairo 1985). The repetitive and 

symmetric character of islamic decoration makes it 

a real challenge for TEX and METAFONT. 

The standard yarb font has 256 characters, but 

since there are still PCs which don't support the 
larger fonts, there is a second version of yarbtex 
which uses two different 128-character fonts yarb 

and ysarb. 

Things remaining to do and availability 

Besides further development on calligraphy and dec- 
oration, all other TEX features will be made avail- 

able in APO. Compatibility with macro-packages 

like AMS-m. LAMS-m. I4m will be tested, 
and fine points of APO typography studied. I 
would be really grateful for every suggestion and 

comment. 
The status of the YARB package is postcard- 

ware (which means that each user should send me a 
postcard, for my collection). It is freely available at 

my address either by electronic mail, or by ordinary 
mail (please add some answering coupons). 

o Yannis Haralambous 
UniversitC de Lille 1 

59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq 

France 
Bitnet: yannis@f r c i t l 8 1  
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Appendix A 

In the first column, the APO (Arabic-Persian- 

Ottoman) character is represented in its isolated 

form. Character 3 comes from CARL FAULMANNS 
Das Buch der Scrift, enthaltend die Schriftzeichen 

und Alphabete aller Zeiten und aller Volker des Erd- 

kreises, Vienna 1880, p. 104, "Tiirkische Nesxi" , 
where it is transliterated as li. The translitera- 
tion in column two comes from ARNE A. AMBROS'S 

Einfiihrung in die moderne arabische Schriftsprache. 

The input code of column three tries to be as short 
and as phonetic as possible; for example j stands 

for f because of its sound in spanish, and y for 

because of its correspondence to the Cyrillic br 
which has almost the same phonetic value. Un- 

fortunately, this correspondence cannot always be 

achieved: i has no phonetic relation to c, etc. In the 

case of hamza, -0 is used for the "standing-alone 
hamza" s and -- for the "hamza with carrier" ! 
(only initial and middle forms). Finally, in the 

fourth column you have a number which is purely 

inherent to yarb tex  and will help you change the 

transliteration data in y a r b t e x .  d a t .  
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Appendix B. The Rabbit and the Elephant, from Kalila and Dimna. 


